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DA Production work sta
by I'horhr Grant
“A tight production team,” in
the words of director Joseph
H o p fe n sp e rg e r,
a sso ciate
professor of theatre and drama,
has begun backstage work for
l) \. The play by Hugh Leonard
will be presented Feb. 19-22 in the
Cloak Experimental Theatre.
Tech personnel will face
distinct problems during con
struction. Cooperation for the use
of the theatre workshop becomes
essential to the timing of the
opera, The Magic Flute, of DA
and of a senior one-act play—all
being presented within the next
six weeks. In addition, those in
the workshop are dividing their
time between the three shows.
The crew for DA is headed by
Greg
Kodhrick,
technical
director for the theatre, which
includes the opera. The set and
lighting have been designed by
Chris Stack. Providing the
blueprints for construction, Stack
successfully dealt with con
verting
the plans
for
a
proscenium stage into plans for a
four sided arena. According to
Hopfensberger, ‘‘Chris (Stack)
sim plified the set so each
property is so very important, so
very
suggestive,
each
representing many things.”
This form of realism is
necessary given the time and

spacial span of the plot. Set in
1968, a large portion of the play,
however, takes place in the
boyhood of Charlie as he
remembers his father. In fact, as
Eric Dancy, assistant director,
points out, “often action occupies
three levels of time and space.”
The layout of the set must
convey several areas. Presenting
particular problems to Stack and
the construction crew, headed by
John Wolfe, is the hill which must
be evident, yet not obstruct the
view from any side. A kitchen, a
house frame, and several neutral
areas also need to be identified.
Hopfensperger explains, “all
this will be done with no lighting
tricks and with no gimmicks.
Leonard handled the levels so
well that gimmick would detract
from the play’s subtle sym
bolism. The theatre was designed
for just this type of production.
W'e are going to make full use of
the possibilities.”
Assisting Roehrick, Dancy,
Stack and Wolfe in the com
pletion of the construction are
Janis Post, paint crew; Martha
Stack, properties; Dean Kwasny,
lights rigging, Jim Crooks, light
board; and Kevin Laing, house
manager. According to Roehrick.
make-up and costume positions
have not yet been filled. Each
chairman has a crew, but with

only a m inim al turnout for
assistance, a few students are
doing all the work for DA, as they
have done for most other recent
productions.
•
The turnout for acting tryouts
was better than in the past, and
half the cast are new faces on the
Lawrence stage. Hopfensberger
feels “ the lines of DA hold the
potential to be funny and
touching. The cast should be able
to convey the emotionality of
Leonard’s script with his soft
subtle lines.” Challenged with
this task are, (in order of ap
pearance), Craig Berenson as
Charlie Now, Rich Colvin as
Oliver, Chris Ward as DA, Mary
Jo Howarth as Mother. Brett
Cochrane as Charlie Then, Lon
Fiala as Drumm, Mona Stender
as Mrs. Prynne, and Amy
Erickson as The Yellow Peril.
These students will be dealing
with Leonard’s autobiography,
which tells of the return of a
successful playwright to Ireland
to arrange for the funeral and
other last affairs of his foster
father, uneducated gardener in
his 80 s. As Charlie accomplishes
his task, memories overcome
him, and he returns to a younger
self. The plot climaxes in
revelations about a wonderful old
man.

“Stoeto?” “ D A” ( Photo by Craig Gagnon)
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Budget committee report dism al years
by Scot Faulkner
This year's Analytical Studies
Committee report paints a
dismal picture of the Lawrence
University financial situation. It
recommends that tuition be in
creased $300, student services be
considerably reduced, and some
faculty privileges, especially the
faculty child exchange program
be curtailed. The report predicts
lower al umni giving and a
general lowering of revenue,
attributing these problems to the
worsening national economic
situation and poor development
office performance.
In December of 1974 the fifth
annual
Analytical
Studies
Committee Report was presented

Controller and Sherwin Howard
assistant to the President;
Professors Francis Campos,
David Cook (chairman), James
Dana and Frank Doeringer and
students Deborah Ansink, ’75,
and Mike Nowak, ’75.
This year’s report forms a
picture of rising costs and falling
income, with part of this dismal
scene due to inflation-recession
projections, wages and several
appropriations are geared to cost
of living scales. More severe
problems also affect the picture.
These problems could be con
sidered in a cyclical fashion. The
cycle predicts low projections of
alumni gifts, leading to lower
revenues, placing pressures on
endowments and student fees.

Revenue
For the second straight year
the low level of “unrestricted
gifts and grants” has been
described as “ d is m a l.” The
performance of the development
office, in charge of Gifts and
Grants, “ is viewed as extremely
disappointing ” The report
therefore, lowers projections in
this area to only 5 percent growth
per year.
To bolster revenue the com
mittee shifts the income burden
onto student fees. Lawrence’s
dependence on these fees is about
67 percent. This percentage is
higher than most ACM Colleges.
The Analytical Study Committee
of 1973 said, “ this percentage
would be more healthy if it were

One of the first areas mentioned
by the committee is that of
faculty hiring, “ there will be no
new faculty members hired for
the purpose of replacing sab
baticals that occur in 1975-76 and
1976-77.” Another area of faculty
administration
appropriations
affected by cuts is travel
allowances.
A 50 percent
reduction is recommended for
certain areas of administrative
travel,
while
the
faculty
allowance will be geared to the
cost
of living,
with
the
development office not ex
periencing such cuts.
The areas of the budget that
most effect the students are also
the areas where the most
noteworthy
recommendations
occur.

committee is urging the LUCC
budget to be increased to $35,000
per year.
Foreign Programs: Skepticism
still exists regarding these
programs. The committee cites
the need for a “ full” Appleton
campus and recommends, “ no
reduction in foreign programs at
this time. However, it reserves
the option to delete programs if
the full occupancy is not con
sistan tly achieved.
Fond Center: Although Colman
Hall will be maintained at its
present level the food lines at
Downer are to “be closed during
the afternoon hours when use is
very low.”

Housing:
The committee
recommends that
Health Center: “ By comparison
-“ the fourth floor of Brokaw be
Re com me nde d Fee S t r uc tur e for 1975-1980.
T A BLE I.
with other schools, we provide
opened and several small houses
fairly extensive health services ..
closed.
We feel that many of the ser
Ro o m
Board
C o m p . Fee
Year
Tu 11 ion
- desk service be eliminated,
vices of the health center can still
with phones ringing on individual
be maintained at substantially
floors.
reduced costs, and we recom
$645
$474
- expenditures for student
$4140
$3021
1974-75
mend that:
wages in the large dormitories be
- the cost of our health service
$710
$4440 (7.2%)
$3256
$474
reduced to $500 per dormitory,
197 5-7 6
be reduced by $15,000 in 1975-76 the budget being used to hire a
(we have in mind here a
$756
$3467
$505
$4728 (6.5%)
1976-77
student to sort and distribute
reduction in the number of clinic
mail.
periods and the introduction of a
$790
$528
$4941 (4.5%)
$3623
1977-78
all other student wage budgets
$2 or $3 charge assessed to the
be held constant at their 1974-75
$821
student for each visit to the
$549
$5137 (4.0%)
$3767
1978-79
levels for the current five-year
doctor
.
period.”
1979-80
$3918
$571
$853
$5342 (4.0%)
- a study committee be ap
The report delves into o'her
pointed to examine the possibility
areas of the budget, such as
of reducing health services to a
physical plant and admissions,
m inim al
level
or
closer to 60 percent ” In the 1974 very
to the Lawrence community.
but the trend in most areas is
As endowments must be
report, however, the higher eliminating them altogether as either cutbacks or to cost of living
Established in 1969, the com
m aintained for long range
soon
as
possible.”
percentage
is
m aintained,
mittee has annually brought
scales The report concludes with
finances student fees bear the
resulting in the projection of a
faculty, adm inistration, and
Ll'CC: Lawrence ranks last ways in which revenue can be
burden
of raising
school
comprehensive fee of $5,342 by with other com parable in  increased centering on revision
student representatives together
revenues, tuition, therefore, has
the 1979-80 school year (see Table stitutions in its support of com of endowment policies and
to review the university’s budget
to rise. Higher student fees do
I)
and draw up projections and
muni ty government ($40,000 enrollment.
not, however, bring in enough
Coupled with the fee increases below average), therefore, the
recommendations as to where the revenue for a near balanced
(Cont’d on Page 3)
is a rise in endowment income
community is and should be budget, so expenditures must be
projections. Such projections
heading in terms of programs cut High student fees and the
(see Table II) assume a steady
and financial policy for the next
lowered level of expenditure (as
rise in endowment incomes at
five years.
Last week's Lawrentian erroneously reported that Michael
pointed out by previous com
levels that may be subject to
The 1974 committee was for mittee reports) lead to student
Goldstein, assistant professor of psychology, had received
downward revision
if the
med in late spring of last year,
tenure. Since publication, it has been learned that Goldstein’s
attrition and the slippage of
recession worsens.
with two weeks of intensive
tenure decision has not yet been made The Lawrentian’s
alumni goodwill, resulting in low
Expenditure
research and discussion taking
editorial l>oard regrets the error, and offers further comments
projections of gifts If the cycle is
Lower revenue projections for
place following the fall term
on page 2.
realized, the ‘ ‘State of the
1975-80 have resulted in budget
Members of the committee were:
I ’niversitv” is fair at best
cuts
throughout
the
university
adm inistrators. Earl Verkins,
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The fault is ours

Last week's banner headline proclaiming the positive
tenure decisions for Mr. Bremer and Mr. Goldstein was, as
most students now know, in error. While Brem er’s decision
was indeed positive, Goldstein’s was deferred until a later date
currently unspecified.
The error, on our part, was inexcusable. Nothing we can
say will change that, our apologies to injured parties cannot
correct it. Our information came from an otherwise reliable
faculty member, and our further questioning of the ad
ministration was based on that assumption. The ad
ministration gave The L aw rentian no hint of Goldstein’s
deferral, nor commented on it in any way.
Goldstein’s remark, “ If you’re acquainted with what my
decision was, there’s no other comment I can m ake,” has lost
its ambiguity. The statements of President Smith and Mr.
Headrick have not lost theirs — while it may not have been
their job to have called the difficulty of that decision to our
attention, it certainly would have been their place to make
sure the student body understood their actions. They have, this
week, been out of town and so unavailable for comment.
A newspaper is only as good as its news sources — and its
reporters and editors. Believing the initial source of in
formation cannot replace careful and accurate reporting. We
offer no excuses, only explanation of how the error oceured
and our apologies to Mr. Goldstein.

Simulation?

They say Lawrence is an ivory tower. But Lawrentians
can be proud of having accurately predicted the emphasis of
President Ford’s State of the Union address, delivered last
Wednesday. In the speech Ford opened and closed by saying
that America needed “ a new direction.”
Longley fans recalling last term ’s Presidential Election
Simulation will remember the imaginary Republican in
cumbent candidate’s motto. Gerald R. Cord told simulated
Americans that he wanted to give America “ a new direction” .
Who says that those simulations are unrealistic?
It should be noted that in the simulation Cord was defeated
in the electoral college by Democratic nominee Robert Can
non.

Campus Notes
Opera Tickets
Tickets for the second term
.production of the Lawrence
Opera Theatre are now available
at the Lawrence Box Office. The
Opera Theatre, under the
direction of John Koopman, will
present W.A. M ozart’s “ The
Magic Flute” on successive
weekends, Jan 24-5 and Jan. 31Feb. 1, in Stansbury Theatre.
Tickets for the r e s e r v e d seat
performances are free to
Lawrence students with II)’s
Other students will pay $1.00
while adult admission is $2.
(h a in her Series
The Duo Concertante will
present the first concert of the
1974-75 Chamber Music Series
Friday night, Jan. 24, in Harper
Hall The Duo, featuring Laszlo
Varga, cellist; and Paul Hersh,
pianist, will present sonatas for
cello and piano by Brahms and
Franck as well as Meyer Kup
ferman’s “Fantasy Concerto 1973
for Cello, Piano and Tape."
Although the Series is sold out,
persons who wish to attend and
do not have season tickets are
urged to contact the Box Office,
as tickets are often turned in at
the last minute. If you are a
season ticket holder and find that
you cannot attend the concert,
please contact Frank Duchow,
ext. 287. An attempt will be made
to resell your ticket.
Weekend at the Guthrie
Jan. 24-26 there will be a
program consisting of three
Guthrie plays and workshops in
Minneapolis. This performing
arts study tour is sponsored by
the Northeastern Wisconsin
Consortium
for
Higher
Education. The cost to students
for the package, including
roundtrip transportation, theatre
tickets, hotel, and tour guides (no
food), is $64. Other Wisconsin
citizens may participate for $85
Further details and registrations
forms are available from Jeanne
Tissier, ext 654. Those interested
are encouraged to contact her
immediately due to the ap
proaching event.

Creativity Welcome
Experimental Projects (»rants
committee is looking for students
with creative ideas to give money
to: EPG, an LUCC committee
has monies available to enable
students to pursue special in
terests and to provide for the
implementation of creative ideas
and projects.
We are interested in sponsoring
or subsidizing innovative ideas
which will have some impact on
Lawrence and-or the larger
community as well as serving
those students intimately con
nected with the idea. Projects in
the past have ranged from
Theater
productions
(The
Fantastiks)
to
film
and
processing money for a nature
photography seminar, to tapes
for the recording of the
Menominee Indian language and
myths. If you’ve got a project or
idea for now (or the summer)
contact Sue Cook, Sage 414, ext.
380.
Circle K
The Circle K club will hold a
second
organizationalinformational meeting at 6:30 on
Monday in the Plantz Hall
Lounge.
Washington Semester
There will be an informational
meeting
concerning
the
Washington Semester Program
Thursday, Jan. 23 at 7 p.m. in the
Union coffeehouse.
Recent
program participants Paul
Donnelly, Wendy Schaller and
Bill Palmer will recount their
experiences.
All
students
possibly interested in the
Washington Semester Program
in future years are invited to
attend
Ride Service Again
The Co-op ride service is still in
operation Rides or riders can be
obtained by dialing extension 306
and asking for Mike or Lloyd.
Office hours are from 9 a m to 11
a m any day of the week.

Next year’s budget
This year’s Analytic Studies Committee has, as has been
done in the past, recommended cutting student services and
educational facilities without reducing the development office
budget and making only marginal cuts in the administration.
It proposes cuts in an already unsatisfactory Health
Center facility, eliminating sabbatical replacements, upping
student tuition, cutting down on Downer facilities, eliminating
dorm desk ladies and cutting student form work But for the
development office, whose performance the committee
viewed as “extremely disappointing” and “ dism al’’ is not to
be cut in funds or reshuffled
This results in a budget which can boast a m inim al deficit,
which is good. But the resulting disillusionment and"
frustration which students will experience because, once
again, we feel as if our interests or needs are being sacrificed
for the supposed good of the university cannot but hurt
Lawrence. Some of us will leave Lawrence either because it is
too expensive or doesn’t seem worth the cost. Others of us will
stay, but not happily, and when we leave, it will be with
memories of frustrated inability to be considered in University
decisions. Are we then going to give money to Lawrence? Are
we going to work for Lawrence’s benefit and reputation, proud
to have been Lawrentians? We think not
Decreased alumni support will result, as well as lower
enrollment If we are in troubled times then we need to
sacrifice, that’s true. But can someone explain why maids
aren’t released before desk ladies, who perform a far more
necessary service? And why administrative branches like the
Housing department aren’t phased out when, if necessary,
students could do that work? And why the administration,
which is reputed to be larger here than at most colleges of this
size anyway, isn’t trimmed down’’
And why the development office, which barely brings in as
much money as it costs is not either strongly encouraged to
improve or paired down to reduce costs? No matter how im
portant a role the development office plays in Lawrence
finances it shouldn't be a sacred cow Alumni giving a!
Lawrence is 11th of the 12 ACM colleges
Once again, we are not absolutely condemning the
recommendations or decisions, but rather asking for some
kind of dialogue while our perceptions can still be influential

Tenth Trivia!
T-shirts for the 10th Annual
WLFM Trivia Contest go on sale
Monday. The Mary Forde
designed shirts are available in 5
sizes from childrens’ to XL—
price is $2.50. Contact Larry Page
at the radio station.
Relil on the piano
Music from three different
centuries will be performed in a
piano recital featuring Theodore
Rehl, associate professor of
music, at 8 p.m. Sunday in
Harper Hall. Rehl’s program will
include “ Partita in D Major” by
Bach and “Fantasia in C Major,
I) 760,’’ also called the “ Wan
derer." by Schubert. He will
conclude w ith “Sonata in E-Flat,
Op 2fi" by Samuel Barber.
Ice Sculpture
Anyone interested in helping to
organize an Ice Sculpture
Competition should contact the
CO-OP staff at ext. 613 or Plantz
Hall, room 309.
Dance Tonight
Special Events is sponsoring a
dance this Friday night at 9:30
p.m. in the Viking Room. Music
by the Milwaukee-based group
Junior Bazaare. Admission is
free

T—Shirts
Did you order a Conservatory
Centennial T-shirt last term? If
you did, the shirts are now
available at the Lawrence box
office. The price for the shirts is
$1.50, and must be paid when the
shirt is claimed. Please pick up
your shirts by Wednesday, Jan.
22.
If you did not have an op
port unity to order a shirt last
term, or would like more shirts
than you originally ordered,
contact Patti Waddell, ext. 304, or
Frank Duchow, ext. 287. Shirts
not picked up on time will be
distributed on a first come, first
served basis, and if enough in
terest is shown, a second printing
can be arranged.

Madison Vans
The CO-OP Vans to Madison
service will resume operation on
Thursday, January 23 The cost is
$2.00 round trip The van will
depart from Alton St., directly
south of Downer Commons at 8
a.m., and will return at ap
proximately 6 p.m. Sign ups and
payment is done in advance
during regular business hours at
Plantz desk This service is being
offered with the assistance of an
LUCC subsidy.
Poet to Bead Works
At 8 p.m. tonight Diane
Wakoski, currently poet-inresidence at Macalester College
in St. Paul. Minn., will give a
reading of her poetry at the
Worcester Art Center She has
published ten collections and ten
volumes of poetry. Among her
works that she will read tonight
will be “The Motorcycle Betrayal
Poems’’ and “ Inside the Blood
Factory.” both collections.
A native of California, Wakoski
received her B A. in English from
the U. of Calif, at Berkeley. “The
exterior events of my life are not
noteworthy and the interior
events of my life are recorded in
my poetry,” she said recently.
The reading is open and free

Lost Paper
A paper was accidentally
removed from the chair outside
Mr. Greenberg’s office(MH 414).
The author of the paper is Jim
Merrell and the essay was his
final exam in History 46. Anyone
who knows where the paper can
be found is urged to contact
either Greenberg or Merrell or
simply return the essay which is
urgently required to complete
graduate school applications. No
questions asked
Talent!
Lawrentians-you wouldn’t be
here if you weren’t talented'
Let’s get together and have a
student-faculty talent show. An
organizational meeting for the
1975 talent show will be held in
the women’s center in Colman on
Tuesday, Jan. 21 at 7 p.m. For
further information call Lynn
Brackenridge ext. 325.
Table Tennis, Anyone?
Intram ural
table
tennis
tournament-double elimination
will be held Saturday, Feb. 1, in
YMCA basement. Single play
begins at noon, doubles at 2 p.m.
Supremecy cup points will be
given in each division, based on
the matches won per team.
150 points will be awarded for
first place, 100 for second, 50 for
third, 25 for fourth and 12 for
fifth A game shall be won by the
player or team who first wins 21
points, unless both players have
won 20 points. In that case one
who first wins two points more
than his opponent will win.
Trophies will be awarded to
first and second place singles and
doubles. On campus students
may enter through living units.
Off-campus students, staff and
faculty teams are encouraged. A
team is limited to two entries in
singles and two in doubles.
A person may play in both
singles and doubles Tennis shoes
must be worn on the floor. Submit
entries by Wednesday, Jan. 29, 5
p.m. to Jeanne Tissier
Cool Pool
If anyone is interested in
helping organize a pool tour
nament second term contact
Jeanne Tissier ext 654.
Republicans, Unite
Just because 1975 is not an
election year does not mean there
is no political activity on campus.
Come and join the Lawrence
College Republicans for Sunday
dinner, every Sunday 4:30-5:15
pm
in the Blue Room at
Downer.
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This week marks the birth of
(he CO-OP Corner column in The
Lawrentian, as well as two new
CO-OP programs. Through the
CO-OP Corner, we hope to
provide a quick and readily
available reference point for
information concerning CO-OP
activities and programs, and an
outlet for some of our more
philosophical conjectures on
“community cooperation.” We
welcome your comments and
suggestions on both
New program number one, an
ongoing series of “Just for the
Fun of It” study breaks, opens
Monday evening with guitarist
Jim Hand playing from 9:00 to
10:00 p.m. in Trever’s main

lounge. The following Thursday,
from 8 :0 0 to 9:00 p.m., Professor
Thomas Dale will discuss old
books - forgeries, type styles,
printer’s marks, etc.
in books
from the fifteenth century on
ward, using examples from his
personal collection. In the next
several weeks photographers,
bakers,
musicians,
and
astronomers will be available to
entertain students seeking refuge
from the books for an hour
Through the CO-OP’S Just for
the Fun of It series, we hope to
provide a stage for all those
Lawrentian talents that tend to
hide away and are rarely or
never shared with the rest of us.
Again its that elusive sense of
cooperation, a pooling of energies

JHetteM. to the. Cdito* . . .

t ellers may he-submitted to the Lawrentian office or to staff members No
unsigned letters will be. printed although the writer s name may be deleted upon
request Copy deadline is 9 p m. Wednesday . letters must be typed double
«paced Letters submitted late or in incorrect form may not appeal in the issue
o f the following Friday 7 he law re ntian reserves the right to make m inor
editorial changes or shorten letters without changing meaning

In defense of literature
To the Editors:
Dear Madames:
It being my habit to visit the
bathroom each morning, well
Saturday’s expedition proved to
be interesting to say the least. No
sooner had I availed myself
when, much to my dismay, I was
borne upward by an angry
torrent, and both I and a soggy
wad of newsprint cascaded to the
floor. “Oh, damn,” I muttered,
“Not again.” No one had to tell
me that the Lawrentian had come
out.
Wet-bottomed and hardly
composed, but determined to
continue, I read the soggy sheet,
taking interest in what was
described as a “ weekly humor
column.” I thought to myself, “ If
comedy is phallic, this man must
have been circumscised to the
base. He’s funny as a crutch.”
I returned to my room to find
my partner removing wet gobs of
paper from his hair. “Christ,” he
groaned, “Talk about a weekly
humor column, this is the lim it.”
And, not stopping to open the
window, he proceeded to vent his
bladder in much the same way
Mr. Eckleburg vented his in last
week’s tissue.
“Like Mr. Eckleburg I find it
difficult to keep this shit inside of
me.” he said with a polite glance
in my direction. “So you’ve seen
it too,” I said in recognition.
“ Y es,” replied Mankiewicz
apologetically. And not wast
ing
another
minute,
we
dispassionately sat down to write
this letter.
From the strictly literary point
of view, this article (which we
examined fully with the tongs)
leaves something to be desired. If
Mr. Eckleburg must express his
thoughts in dream form, he

E d ito rs in C hief
M anaging E d ito r
Business M anager
News E d ito r
Fea tu re E d ito rs
S ports E d ito r
Pho to gra p h y E d ito r
Asst. P h o to gra p h y E d ito r
Assoc S p o rts E d ito r
Th e a tre A rts E d ito r
C o n trib u tin g E d ito r
Layout E d ito rs
M orgue E d ito r
A rtis ts
Layout A ssista n t

REPORTERS

and talents for the entire com
munity’s benefit that motivates
this program, (as well as the fact
that we enjoy taking an hour off
now and then ourselves, to sit
back and relax).
If you have a film, a hobby, a
set of ivory-thumping fingers,—
anything you would like an
audience for, call Betsy Parrish,
ext. 325.
The CO-OP Ski Program is our
second new addition A series of
dem onstrations, clinics, over
night and day outings in both
down hill and cross country
skiing will be offered over the
next term Below is a calendar to
clip out and save, outlining the
program in more detail All sign
ups for the outings will take place
during normal business hours at
the Plantz desk Most of the trips
will be available to limited
numbers and will be filled on a
first-come-first-serve basis. In
addition, sign-up will require
either full payment or the
placement of a non-refundable
deposit. The only exception to
this will be cases in which a
replacement can be made to fill
the resulting vacancy. This
policy is necessary due to
financial committments that the
CO-OP must make in making
transportation
and
ac
commodation arrangements. P'or
more information on the Ski
Program, contact Scott Kauma
or Randy Woodworth, ext. 306.
CO-OPerate with us, you’ll
enjoy it!
The CO-OP Staff

should be writing for high school
literary magazines, or perhaps
Tropos, and not for the respec
table Lawrentian. Regarding the
thoughts expressed, the author
should received the Solzhenitsyn
award for self-righteousness,
minor-league division Though
his reason and emotion (over
whelming incredulity!) may be
cohabiting, it is obvious that no
true marriage has been effected,
that is not living in sin, but in
ignorance.
Mr.
E ckleburg’s
satire
screams
of
the
nursery,
demanding to be fed, if there is a
nipple large enough to fill his TA B L E
II.
E ndo wme nt
distended rhetorical mouth. The
use of such reminiscent names, to
wit “Herby Pious,” “The Erable
Pillager of Human Rights,” and
“ the Lout,” surprised us as much
as it no doubt surprised the fine
Rec omm end ed
people in Brokaw Hall. To err (a )
Method
may be human, but then, alas, so
is to erp, involuntarily, on paper,
Present
in lieu of a bib.
(b)
His mock-Italian dialogue “ I-a
think-a”
(Get it?)
is as
pedestrian as the rest of his
subject matter We do not know
who was included in his gallery,
but we certainly were not
present. (We were getting our
letters with the rest of the football
team.) “ And speaking of poison,”
said Mankiewicz, grasping his
pen, “ I could almost see the
cranes wheeling that one in.” Mr.
Eckleburg should indeed wake
up. and failing that, relate future
nightmares to a willing fresh
man.
We have only one thing to say to
this campus: Pair off!
With all due respect,
(Up) Yours Truly,
J. ALFRED SURESTONE
SEBASTIAN ISAAC
MANKIEWICZ

B a rb B ill. M ary Jo H ib b e rt
C h ris M cC arthy
B ill M a rk w a rd t
Phoebe G ra n t
M a tt B ro ckm e ie r, Lisa W eins
C u rt Cohen
B a rt M cG uinn
C ra ig Gagnon
Tracy K ahl
Susie M edak
Scot Faulkner
Louise Fre yb erg e r. D oug Gold
D a rin ka D im itrn e v ic
Joan Tanzer, Leslie G erdes, K a ren C leary
D a rin k a D im itrije v ic

Lynn B ra cken rid ge . Rosie Daoud, C in d y D illon . J im B rooks,
Joan Doody. Jean E rickson. Nancy Fay, C h ris H olte n , J u lie H uffm a n , Ben
Joravsky. Jim Klick. A ndy Meade. Jo Ellen O tte n b e rg , Susan Reeves, C h ris tie
S m ith, C athy T hurow
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MS. EST ELLE LAUTER speaks out at Downer Council.
(Photo by Craig Gagnon)

Downer’s Doings
JAN. 1!)— Judy Mears will speak on 'Legal aspects of abortion,
sterilization, and contraception on Sunday, Jan. at 8 pm in
Riverview Lounge, (see article)
JAN.28— Downer Council Elections. Students who wish to run
should contact Sally March, ext 314, or Meridith Myers, ext.
302. Voting will be at 7 pm in the Downer Room in Colman.
FEB. I— Phoeb Grant, ’76, will given an informal talk about
women in world population crises at 7:30 pm in the Downer
Room. She attended the Bucharest Conference on Populations
Problems last summer Her talk will be preceded at 7 pm by a
Downer Council business meeting

Income (millions of dollars).

M eth od*

(c) Di ff er e n c e

1975-76

1976-77

1977-78

1978-79

1979-80

1.460

1.512

1.565

1.620

1.676

1.410

1.261

1.166

1.234

1.408

0.050

0.251

0 . 399

0.386

0.359

^assumes re covery of val ue of endow men t to its long run trend in
four years.

Budget

Co-op Ski Program !

(Continued from page 1)
However, the emphasis on
student fees remains prominent
with the com m ittee stating,
“Either we set ourselves a course
to increase enrollment to about
1,500 students, which seems to be
our optimal enrollment, or we
take steps to reduce our capacity
to coincide with our actual
student population. We are
recommending
the
former
course.”
Not all of the committee’s
recommendations will be in
corporated
into
the
ad
ministration’s policies, but the
clear indication is for less
revenue and more budget cuts in
the coming years.

I, 2, 3, Bedroom Apt.
Available for responsible
student or students Near
Univ. and bus lines. Fox
Bluff. Call: 734-9981.

JANUARY 17. IH, lit - Overnight Ski Trip to Telemark, Wise,
downhill and cross country skiing cost for transportation and
lodging - $17.
JANUARY 23 -Cross Country Ski Lecture and Demonstration 8
pm in Riverview Lounge.
JANUARY 26 -Cross Country Ski Outing to Deer Creek Refuge
Area Cost for transportation and snack $3.00 Group will
depart from behind Plantz Hall at noon and will return at
approximately 4:30 pm Beginners invited Limit 12.
FEBRUARY I - Downhill Ski Outing to Rib Mt Cost approx.
$12 (includes transportation and lifts) 8 am departure from
behind Plantz, 6 pm return Limit 24.
FEBRUARY r> -Repair Demonstration and Ski Clinic. 8 pm in
Riverview Lounge.
FEBRUARY 13. 11. ir», 16 -Winter Weekend Ski Trip Indianhead
Mt in Bessemer, Mich Cross country and downhill skiing
Departure Thursday, February 13,6 pm, from behind Plantz.
Return -Sunday, February 16 at 8 pm. Approximate cost for
transportation and lodging $25 Limit 50.
FEBRUARY 23 - Cross Country Ski Outing to Newport Beach
State Park in Door County, Wisconsin 7 am departure, 7 pm
return Approximate cost for transportation and snack, $4 25.
Limit 12.
MARCH I -Ski Outing to Pine Mt., in Iron Mt., Michigan Cross
country and downhill skiing available Approximate cost for
transportation, lifts, and entry to the Nationals Ski Flying
Championships is $13.50
All trips will depart from and return to the rear of Plantz Hall
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by Thomas J. Eekleburg
E d it o r ’s N ote: The o p in io n s
expressed in Mr. Eekleburg s
weekly hum or colum n are not
n e c e s s a rily
those
of
the
Law rentian editorial hoard; noi
are they necessarily those of Mr.
Eekleburg.

BIOLOGY students explore Cactus Rock.

Cactus Rock now LU site
by Han Eisenberg
Cactus Rock,
a 20-acre
scientific site near New London,
approximately 30 miles from
Appleton, has been donated to
Lawrence University by the
Nature Conservancy, a privately
endowed
conservation
organization. Cactus Rock, or as
many of the locals-refer to it,
“Poppey’s Rock,” will be used
for educational and various
research purposes.
Nicholas
C.
M aravalo,
associate professor of biology,
has been bringing students from
his introductory biology classes
to this unique site since 1908 He
finds the area extremely useful
for making students aware of the
adaptations plants have for
various area.
The Cactus Rock site is on a
granite outcropping surrounded
by dolomite rocks. These
features inspire geologists, but
Maravalo’s interests lie in the
plentiful and unusual vegetation
The rocky surface provides an
ideal substate for many dry
southern Wisconsin plants.
‘i t is packed with vegetation,
vegetation which is more typical

of southern Wisconsin, actually,
with cactus oak, shag pine, wooly
lip fern and hickory all found in a
sm all a re a ,” M aravalo ex
plained. He went on to say ‘‘the
most striking herbacious plant is
the cactus, Opuntia Fragilis. In
Wisconsin cactus rarely grows
this far north. These features, as
well as a large swamp bordering
the site make the area interesting
for plant ecology study. “The
fascinating juxtaposition of a dry
and acid environment and a
swampy, alkaline one provides a
g(X)d example for my students on
how plants have adapted to these
two extremes”
Botany students working under
Maravalo study the plant life of
the area so intensely that they
can detect minute differences,
which the casual observer would
not notice. “ Mosses and lichens
are probably the most important
plant life we study there,”
Maravalo said Lynn Libera, ‘75,
is currently completing a project
entitled “ Population ¿Ecology of
Lichens and Mosses on Cactus
Rock.” Her project combined
field work with intensified
analysis Maravalo is developing
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a study program for the area this
summer with Lawrence junior
RandyFritz.The project is funded
by an LU research grant and
would deal with why mosses and
lichens are where they are.
Maravalo is particularily in
terested in trying to find what
chemicals or biological factors
might be produced by mosses or
lichens that could supress the
growth of other plants that are
otherwise adapted to that niche.
Other investigations have
found that such plants can
produce a chemical which either
directly or indirectly kills
assorted plants. Such interaction
is called allelopathy.
Aside from being a potentially
rich research area, Poppey’s Rock
has also aroused the interest of
Allen Young, assistant professor
of biology, who views the area as
having great potential for
studying insect-niche relation
ships. Eventually, Young plans to
use high quality recording
equipment to analyze insect
sounds in the local environment.
Some interest has also grown in
the LU anthropology department,
following a study completed in
1972 by Ed Lofstrom, then a
senior anthro major, who
reported an Indian patrogleph at
the site. Also, a geology field
methods course has visited
Cactus Rock for mapping pur
poses.
Cactus Rock, LU’s newest open
air laboratory is a very delicate
site, according to Maravalo.
Recent recreation and visitation
activities have blemished the
area with the 20th century
eyesore — litter. Maravalo holds
no malice for the litterbugs (no
pun intended,) but hopes that
recently erected signs asking
people who do enter the area to
respect its sensitivity will curb its
abuse.
Maravalo would also like to
assemble a group of Lawrence
volunteers in the spring to clean
up the site.

New Books:
i

-THE COCKATOOS— By Patrick White
In these many faceted tales the 1973 Nobel Prize Winner for
literature continues his dazzling mastery.
-THE KINGS IN D IA N — By John Gardner
Stories and tales by John Gardner. Gardner’s style keeps the
reader intently engrossed from one tale to the next.
-HEALING: A DOCTOR IN SKARCII OF V M IRACLE— By
W illiam A. Nolen M.I).
The concise description of the startling world of faith healing
and psychic surgery. He dwells into the greatest controversies
surrounding medicine today.

Did you read last weeks
Lawrentian? On the front page
w a s an article entitled Faculty to
Decide on New Calendar. It
contained
two
proposals.
Although I have read both ad
nauseam, I have yet to make any
sense out of either one. Surely
such a chimerical calendar
couldn’t have been submitted
consciously.
But this week, instead of
aim ing my ominously op
probrious arrows at the ad
ministration, I thought I might
try something constructive. After
a long period of arduous
cogitation I came to the con
clusion that in order for
Lawrence to be a truly scholarly
institution it must have a truly
scholarly calendara calendar
recognizing events that have
helped push back the black silk
curtain of ignorance that has kept
man from climbing into the
tempestuous tumult of truth.
So after a hundred indecisions,
visions and revisions, not to
mention the toast and jam, the
calendar looked like this:
Term I September 36 to
December 12. Period of recovery
December 13 to December 20.
Winter vacation. December 20 to
Dec. 57. (Prima facie this may
seem somewhat implausible, but
it is by far the most propitious
arrangement for an academic
calendar during the latter
months of the year. The only
thing that is probably bothering
you is that we have added a few
more days to a couple of months,
but if you look a little more
closely you’ll find that by adding
those extra days the term works
out much better.) And as for
Christmas. Well Christmas has
absolutely no place in a truly
academic calendar; after all,
what has Christianity ever done
for a scholar9 Nothing, thats how
much. The only thing it has ever
done is to muddle our minds with
Christian dogma.
Term II January 1 to January
3. (Again, if this term seems
ostensibly implausible, it is only
because you are not looking at the
situation with the proper frame of
mind.) Term II will consist of 178
mini courses to be attended
between the hours of 4 a.m. and
12 p.m. The remaining four hours
will be filled by a lunch hour
lecture given by the Athletic
director on the importance of a
quick start in Alimentary track
events. These courses are
designed to increase our ability to
adapt to change.

ro n .

Term III, Janu ary 4 to
February 6, the Interdisciplinary
term, will consist of a number of
innovative
academ ic
com 
binations. In fact it will consist of
almost all com binations of
academic disciplines. Students
will be able to combine any two
fields of study into one course as
long as they are completely
unrelated.
Think
of
the
p o s s ib ilitie s : Gover nment almusicology
or
Biophilosphy. . „
Term IV, February 6 to March
21, will be the disciplinary term
All students will elect three
courses that he or she enjoys the
least. Those students that refuse
to choose courses they dislike will
have their schedules chosen
randomly from a book entitled
Least Liked Courses at Lawrence
Since lH17. which will be kept in
the Dean’s office. This term must
be attended by all students unless
they have a written excuse from
their physician or a note from
their mother.
The Fifth and final term will be
the adiciplinary term. Classes
will be held by students are
neither required nor expected to
attend. Professors will be
allowed to cut their lectures to
fifty minutes.
I hope the faculty will consider
this innovation as seriously as the
other two proposals.

Talent show
encore slated
Do you remember Dean Hir
by’s singing dog from last year’s
student-faculty talent show*’
Unfortunately, this year’s talent
show won’t be able to offer the
same vocal commodity, but there
just may be other comparable
alternatives.
There has been talk of a combo,
comprised of Deans Lauter, Sch
wartz, Hirby and Mr. Can
terbury. Another possibility is a
rendition of the Charleston by
Mrs. Pillinger. The list of other
such talents among the faculty
must be endless, despite rumors
to the contrary.
Student talents might be a little
harder to dig up, but the an
thropology’s department asserts
that
they’re
down
there
somewhere. Suggestions for any
and all acts are welcome. The
Lawrentian staff may even do a
kick-line across the stage . . .
An organizational meeting for
anyone interested in par-*
ticipating in or organizing acts
for this year’s show will be held
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Mary E.
Morton W omen’s Center in
Colman Hall.
Uncover your hidden talents! If
you can’t be there Tuesday,
phone Lvnn Brackenridge at ext.
325.

Conkey’s

Books AND Records O n S ale !!
W IDE SELECTION!!
• JUST A REMINDER •
' l* ™ J X a i u l V r o f n n H m<‘ntKr

book? if v o u ln v / th

refund.
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' f courses are ch ang « * or
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TM—the 4th state
of consciousness
by Jo Ellen OUenburg
They like it, so they do it twice
a day. They don’t need a mouth
wash, religious
belief, or
anything other than a mind to
meditate. Already, .14 Lawrence
students have found this out after
learning the process of Tran
scendental Meditation.
TM taught by Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi, is defined by him as an
effortless technique for “ turning
the attention inwards towards the
subtler levels of a thought until
the mind transcends the subtlest
state of the thought and arrives at
the source of the thought. As the
individual meditates twice a day
for 15-20 minutes, he or she ex
periences a state of rest deeper
than sleep while the mind
remains awake in a “ state of
unbounded awareness.”
Accouding to scientists, the
period of T.M is a unique state of
“restful alertness” indicative of
a fourth major state of con
sciousness, as natural to man as
the other three physiologically
defined states - wakefulness,
dreaming, and deep sleep.
Scientific studies have shown
that during T.M., oxygen con
sumption,
carbon
dioxide
elim ination, cardiac output,
neart rate, and respiratory rate
significantly decrease. The
metabolic rate is reduced by an
average of 16 percent as com
pared to an 8 percent decrease
during deepest sleep
Lawrence meditators say this
relief of mental and physical
tension is relaxing and enjoyable.
Because they are more relaxed,
than they used to be, pressure
due to schoolwork and exams is
reduced. They find that they have
more energy and are able to work
much more efficiently without
stress. According to them, TM
makes them feel better, puts
them in a good mood, and stops
them from getting upset easily.
Despite
these
beneficial
results,
Lawrence’s
non
meditators are skeptical of the
practice of TM, but have no in
terest in investigating what they
think is a “ fad” or “religious
belief.”
They are also turned off im 
mediately by the $65 TM course
fee to pay the instructors, rent
lecture halls, give scholarships to
people in the U.S. slum areas,
and spread the technique all over
the world, including the poor in
Africa, India, and Latin America.
Because of the growing number

of meditators on campus, LU
officially recognized the Tran
scendental Meditation Club this
year. David McColgan, the
organization’s president, plans to
invite TM teachers on campus,
have group meditations and give
advanced lectures on the
technique of TM for non
meditators. Introductory lec
tures, discussions and films will
also be offered. The group is also
hoping to have the Science of
Creative Intelligence, the study
of TM, established on campus as
a credit course.

Heproductive
freedom talk
Sunday night
Sterilization,
contraception,
and the legal aspects of abortion
will be the targets of American
Civil
Liberties
Union’s
Reproductive Freedom director,
Judy Mears speech on Sunday,
January 19. The free lecture,
which Mears describes as a
“ reproductive roundup” will be
presented in Riverview Lounge
at 8 p.m.
The group, according to Mears,
focusses on, “all laws which
arbitrarily restrict the rights of
individuals to freedom and self
determ ination
in decisions
concerning procreation, con
traception and the concomitant
family relationships.”
In addition to speaking on the
project, Mears will comment on
the court case involving the
Milwaukee County General
Hospital. The public hospital
refuses to perform abortions,
despite the January 22, 1973,
Supreme Court decision which
guarantees women the right to an
abortion.
Mears has previously been
legal director of the Connecticut
Civil Liberties Union for two
years. Last year she was one of 50
women chosen as Outstanding
Young Women of America by a
national coalition of women’s
clubs.
Mears
organized
the
Reproductive Freedom Project
last year. As director, she sets its
goals, directs litigation and
public education programs, and
reviews proposed state and
federal legislation on health care
issues.

Changes proposed
in Education dept.
by Jean Krickson
A recent review of the teacher
certification programs found that
some education classes were hurt
by “too many students whose
motivations are not entirely
serious.” These students take
Fducation 33 and 34, seeing them
as “ unstructured eoursets) with
the likelihood of a high grade.”
This was one of the problems
the Committee on Academic
Planning attempted to deal with
in its review. They found a
possible solution
in VicePresident H eadrick’s recom
mendation that these courses be
graded S-U; grades given only to
students seeking certification.
The quality of the elementary
certification
program
was
another problem the committee
considered.
Although
the
Lawrence Education department
has
‘‘long
experience
in
preparing sound teachers for
secondary schools,” the com
mittee has reservations about its
success in preparing teachers for
elementary schools. They are
unsure whether Lawrence can
support and maintain a good

program of elementary teaching
preparation without “ diluting the
effectiveness of the secondary
program.” Until the program can
be studied further, however, they
agree with Mr. Headrick’s plan to
continue with the elementary
certification program through
1976. They also concur with his
suggestion that any candidate for
the faculty opening in education
have teaching experience at the
elementary level.
The committee made several
other recommendations on the
quality of the practical training
and counseling that the students
receive. It hopes student teachers
will get more practical in 
struction in teaching methods,
including classroom observation
and
interviews
with
the
cooperating teachers. Two other
recommendations are that each
academic department should
advise its majors doing student
teaching, and that the education
and other departments draw
“concise outlines of every major
and minor program leading to a
teaching certificate.”

Blowpong. It works. Its har
mless. It dissolves warts. Now a
campus fad, it has been practiced
in secret for years by Catholic
schoolgirls.

BART MCGUINN wearing an original copy of a fake Cardin.
(Photo by Tom Gellman)

LUCC acts: pets, drug,
smoking proposals
by Jim Klick
The Lawrence University
Community Council met for the
first time Wednesday under the
new
Kaehler-LaJone
ad
m inistration.
The
Council
dealt with three issues: Drug,
Pet, and Smoking legislation.
Legislation proposed by the
committee on drugs was returned
to that committee for further
study. LUCC has been trying to
develope a new policy on drugs
that will elim inate the a m 
biguities
of
the
present
legislation.
New pet legislation proposed
by Kirk Kolodner passed by an
overwhelming margin The new
legislation permits residents of
fraternaties to have pet dogs and
cats if there is unanim ious
consent on the part of the
residents of the fraternity. This
legislation
also
outlines
responsibilities of pet owners and
provides for an advisory com
mittee on pets to enforce these
responsibilities The legislation
now awaits President Smith’s
approval. Smith has already
vetoed similar pet legislation.

Since legislation would also
apply to the faculty, and ac
cording to William Boardman,
Assistant
Professor
of
Philosophy “ could seriously
affect the teacher’s ability to
teach,” the smoking proposals
met with sharp criticism from
other members of the faculty.
Asst. Prof. of Economics Corri
Azzi felt the legislation was
lacking in two areas. He
questioned whether LUCC had
the jurisdiction to pursue such a
smoking policy, and added that
there were no provisions to en
force such legislation
Lawrentians can still have the
last gasp GASP (Group Against
Smokers’ Pollution) will hold its
January
meeting
at
7:30
Tuesday. It will take place in the
2nd floor conference room of the
Wisconsin M ichigan Power
Company building on the corner
of Appleton and Washington
Streets. Visitors and new
members are welcome.

A rough game, for hearty men
and big women. One pingpong
ball, one pingpong table and lots
of guts. To win: blow the
pingpong ball over the opposite
side of the pingpong table.
Sweating players blow back.
A crowd
forms.
LUCC
representatives quickly pass a
resolution
creating
it
an
organization. But its not an
organization. Its a movement.
My older sister gave my parents
Vietnam m oratorium s, black
armbands and threats to grenade
the police station. I give them
blowpong.
Students flock to the game.
They leave their tasty cafeteria
meals unfinished. They walk out
of midnight rap sessions with
their youthful contemporaries,
out of popcorn parties, LSD
parties and young love. Out of the
golden college years of good
times, pranks and career plan
ning and placement.
Shuddering college juniors try
to keep their women from the
blowpong table Hysterical, bluejeaned girls collapse on the floor
at the ankles of their blowpong
companions. The men shake
them off. They have to play.
Empty classrooms, deserted
dormitories. The students are
gone, clustered at the blowpong
table. Professors sigh, idly
chalking in the outline of a
blowpong ball on the blackboard.
Blowpong.

New smoking legislation,
proposed by Scot Faulkner and
Brian Templeton, was voted
down 12 to 2, with one abstention.
The legislation would have
prohibited smoking in small
classes if one or more members
of the class voted against
allowing smoking In classes of
more than 20 students a majority
vote against smoking would
result in a ban on smoking, while
one or more votes against
smoking
would
result
in
banishing all smokers to the last
two rows of the class.

CAREER MAN TELLS IT LIKE IT IS:
ROUGH!
Careers and Jobs With The U.S. Government
Mr. Cliff Shimek from the U.S. Civil Service Com
mission will show a film about jobs with the government
and will answer questions, THURSDAY, January 23, 4:30
p.m., Art Center Lecture Hall.
Social Security Administration Jobs, to $13,000
The Social Security Administration will be in
terviewing at Lawrence TUESDAY, January 21, all day
at Sampson
House,
for positions as CLAIMS
REP RESE N T A T IV E T R A IN E E , starting salary $«,055
and up to $13,379 after three years. SIGN UP FOR IN 
T ERV IEW S NOW. AT THE C A R E E R CENT ER
Careers In Library Science And Information
Dr. Redmond Burke of the library science faculty UWOshkosh will be at Lawrence TUESDAY, January 28. at
4:00 p.m. at the Art Center Lecture Hall. He will discuss
careers in library and information management work,
and the M L.S. degree at UW-Oshkosh A slide presen
tation is included Don’t miss it.
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New program for
freshmen approved
by Joan Doody
Following
an
a ffirm 
ative vote by the faculty
at
a
special
m eet
ing
last
Friday,
a
new'
freshman core program, entitled
Freshmen Seminars, will replace
Lawrence’s current program
when the Class of ’79 enters in
September. Under the new
program, each freshman will
participate in two seminars (one
per term ) of their own choosing,
with faculty members free to
design and teach seminars on
subjects of special interest to
them.
When the Freshman Studies
Program began at Lawrence
some thirty years ago its dual
purpose was to provide the in
coming class w'ith a common
learning experience and to
develop neccessary collegiate
skills, such as thoughtful reading,
critical writing and stimulating
discussion.

were teaching in areas com
pletely out of the realm of their
interest and competence, and the
issue was discussed at nearly
every faculty meeting last year.
This year the committee on
instruction designated a sub
committee to study and solve this
problem. This subcommittee,
consisting of Mojmir Povolny,
professor of government; Hugo
Martines, assistant professor of
Spanish; Michael LaM arca,
professor of biology; Douglas
Greenberg, assistant professor of
history,
M arjorie
Irwin,
professor of music; Anne Soloos,
’75; and Thomas Headrick, vice
president of academic affairs,
drew up the proposal approved
by the faculty, 44-16, at Friday’s
meeting.

The emphasis in this new
program, according to Povolny,
will be on the need for in
troducing freshmen to important
skills, such as clear com 
In 1968 this format was altered
munication, in writing as well as
to fit the changing times and
in discussion and critical
freshmen took one course of
reading. Another positive aspect
Freshmen Studies and a Topic of is that the committment of the
Inquiry course in the hopes of
faculty will be more sincere since
covering more relevant subjects.
they will be teaching what in
Students have observed in the terests them, whether it be the
Pas* few years that program traditional great books material
didn’t work too well. Freshmen or something completely dif
were not involved in a common ferent.
experience because the reading
There is a great deal of op
material in each ‘Studs’ group tim ism surrounding the new
was different. The introduction to program It’s up to next year’s
collegiate work was not ac freshmen to decide
complished. Faculty members

East Asian programs
to begin next year
l^awrence, along with other
members of the Associated
Colleges of the Mid-west and the
Great Lakes College Association,
is participating in two programs
for study in East Asia, one in
Japan, the other in Hong Kong
The Junior Year in Japan is an
established program that has
been offered to Lawrentians in
the past. This program is run in
conjunction
with
Waseda
University, a private sch(x>l in
Tokyo. P articipating students
are enrolled in the International
division of the university The
emphasis of this program will be
on the experience of living and
studying in an Asian culture,
rather than on the actual cour
sework. Students
live
with
Japanese fam ilies throughout
most of their stay.

presently setting up an In 
ternational division However,
for the first year of the program
all participants will be enrolled as
special students of the university
Because English is the official
language of the British Crown
Colony of Hong Kong, com
munication will not be as difficult
as it is in Japan A class in
Mandarin Chinese will be one of
the required courses, though

Two
Lawrentians,
Janet
Sauers and Susan Bolanose, are
presently in Japan with the
A C M program. They are both
enjoying it, and feel that they are
gaining knowledge that they
would not have acquired had they
stayed in Appleton. Susan said
that living in Japan has forced
her to learn about Western
culture as well as an Eastern
Ample time is provided bet culture new to her
ween terms for individual travel
Interested students should
While no knowledge of Japanese
is required in order to apply, contact Asst. Prof. of History
some study of the langauge is Franklin Doeringer (the campus
advisor for these programs) as
required prior to departure.
soon as possible Deadline for
The Chinese Studies program application to the program in
will begin its first year in 1975-76
The program will be centered at Japan is 1 February For the
Chinese University in Hong Chinese program, the deadline is
Kong Chinese University is 15 March

.. we aren’t here just to make money.”

—

by Matthew G. Brockmeier
cording to Marvin Wrolstad, vice
Students often complain that
president for financial affairs.)
Conkey’s Bookstore rips them off
Another factor which tends to
and that there is little or nothing
limit the profitability of textbook
that they can do about it since
sales for Conkey’s is that while at
Conkey’s is the only source for
one time they could return 100
books for LU students. It is
percent of unsold textbooks, they
charged that being the single
now can return only 20 percent of
source allows them to charge
the total order meaning that the
nearly anything they want, and
store must absorb anything
thus make a killing on their
higher than this as a loss.
captive consumers. As an
Conkey’s apparently gains little
alternative to Conkey’s there
in direct profit from textbook
have been suggestions of book co
sales.
ops of one sort or another. It
seems time, then, to see who, if
If there is so little profit in
anyone, is the real textbook selling textbooks, why does
villian.
Conkey’s do it? Perhaps the
The major issue in the text major reason is that students not
book question is, of course, price. only buy textbooks, they also are
The average Lawrentian spends important to the general sales of
$50 or more per term in pur the store. Zimmerman feels that
chasing required texts. The “Lawrence has a large impetus
greatest determining factors in on the business community” ,
the total cost to the student, especially on the stores nearer
according to John Zimmerman, the campus, Conkey’s being a
manager of Conkey’s, are the prim e example. Additionally,
publishers' costs and the total Zim m erm an emphasized that
number of books required for the Conkey’s is a store that believes
in public service, “we will handle
courses the student takes.
problems . . . we aren’t here just
The retail price of the book is to make money.” He admitted
predetermined by the publisher, that some of the specialized
and hence it is the publisher who services which Conkey’s is used
sets Conkey’s margin On text- to providing customers, such as
I>ooks the margin for the store is quick service on special orders,
20 percent, which is minimal are less readily available,
when compared to a normal although he blames this on dif
margin of 40 percent on non ficulties with suppliers.
textbooks and other items in the
A second major concern on the
store.
part of many students is that
What tends to make this Conkey’s is the only source of
margin minimal for Conkey’s are supply for textbooks. Until 1955
the other costs involved in the school handled book sales, at
operation, especially salaries
which time it was decided that it
Zim m erm an estimated that was unfeasible for the school to
salaries generally total 15-20 continue in this role. It was at
percent of the gross which it pays that time that Conkey’s began to
to Lawrence on textbook sales in handle book sales for courses.
return for !he exclusive contract The individual teachers supply
which Lawrence has with Conkey ’s with lists, at which time
Conkey’s. The 5 percent which the books are ordered.
Lawrence receives is put into the
The use of the booklists from
school’s scholarship fund, ac

ferrys i
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PIPE SHOP
Custom Tobaccos, Pipes,
Accessories, Magazines
304 E. College Ave., 734 2821
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Conkeys
the great textbook
myth
individual teachers has been the
basis for several of the plans for
possible alternatives for pur
chasing books. One idea that was
discussed by members of the
present Co-op was that of a newbook sales service run by
students operating on a lower
margin than a standard bookshop
operates on. Several of the
problems faced by students at
tempting to form this co-op were
of obtaining complete book lists
from teachers, the uncertainty as
to the number of books to order,
and the need for initial operating
capital.
The problem of uncertainty
would be common to both the
student run operation and to
Conkey’s in such a situation.
Zimmerman felt that the services
Conkey’s could offer would be
more limited in this situation,
since the textbook sales would
then become more of a burden
than the store could manage,
especially due to the low return
percentage allowed.
Another alternative which has
been suggested, and which is to
some extent in operation now, is
that of a book exchange for used
books. This to some extent
bypasses Conkey’s, although
Conkey's
m aintains
its
willingness to repurchase used
books which it can be sure of
selling in the future.
In order to deal with problems
that arise from textbook related
matters, a textbook committee
was created this year, consisting
of one faculty member, Wrolstad.
Zimmerman and three students.
The purpose of the committee, in
Zimmerman’s words, is to gain
“a better understanding of the
problem s” involved for the
school. In this way it is hoped that
no major conflicts arise between
the Lawrence community and the
bookstore.
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Tropos—Revue: a review
by Gus Moreau
The latest issue of Tropos
Kevue was released on Tuesday.
Compared with past issues of the
student m agazine, this number
turned out surprisingly well, both
in content and format. A major
achievement is the attractive,
cle an
lay o u t,
laid en
w ith
graphics. There is an interesting
nude center-fold drawn by the
formidably talented Mary Forde,
’74 In addition to eye-appeal, this
issue offers some high-quality
literary content, consisting of
four works of short fiction, an
essay, eleven poems and two
photo essays.
A sm all criticism is that pages
2, 3, and 4 are taken up by a letter
to the editor, a letter from the
editor, and a letter from the
publisher. As the tone of each is
self- con gratulatory, p rin tin g
these messages, particularly at
the beginning, is positively im 
modest.
Perusing the boldly printed
Table of Contents, we were lured
to the essay, “ In Defense Of

SEC plans
rock dance;
with Co-op,
concert bus
The Special Events Committee
and the Co-op are sponsoring a
bus to the Marshall TuckerMason Profit Concert on Friday,
Jan. 24. The concert will be
performed in the Brown County
Arena, Green Bay, and tickets
can be purchased for $5 at the
I^awrence box office.
Marshall Tucker’s new live
album , on the Capricorn label,
should reflect the mode of the
concert. Out of Macon, Georgia,
this new band with its slight
country flavor, is quickly rising
to fame. Marshall Tucker’s style
has been compared to the Allman
Brothers Band, and they com
m and $10,000 per performance.
The bus will leave at 6 p.m.
from Kohler’s parking lot. The 50
cents roundtrip fare will be
collected upon boarding the bus.
Buses to other area concerts
are being considered by the
group, p e nd ing support of
the M arshall- T ucker concert.
One member of the Special
Events Committee commented,
“ By m aking rides available we
hope to broaden the horizon for
Lawrentians since our concert
possibilities have been lim ited.”
The SEC is also sponsoring a
dance this weekend. A rock band,
.Jr. Bizarre, will play tonight
beginning at 9:30 in Iiiverview
Lounge.

Patty Hearst,” by Nancy Eswein.
The main body of the essay
suffers from having been printed
too small on glossy paper: we
might call this a glaring error.
Miss Eswein was a high school
friend of Patty Hearst. In con
tent, the piece is a sometimes
emotional tribute to a lost friend.
As reportage, the essay is a
disappointing, even m audlin. “ I
think
everyone rem e m b ers
almost too vividly the last time
they spent with a special friend or
re la tiv e
before they
were
somehow taken away. I know I
s h all never forget the last
evening I spent with P atty.” One
interesting morsel does come
through in the essay, however:
Patty Hearst seems to have been
the same kind of selfish, grasping
narrow-minded pig as her father;
which backs up Miss Eswein’s
otherwise surprising assertion
that it would have taken ChineseCommunist style brain washing
techniques to change P atty’s
m in d
about
po litics.
F u r
thermore, we find fault with the
condescending tone of the piece,
which assumes that the average
Tropos reader has the same legal
philosophy and g u llib ility as
W illiam Saxbe. In sum, this is the
sort of feature we might expect to
find in a Hearst newspaper.
The short fiction fares better.
The best-written piece is Richard
J o h n s o n ’s “ A S lithy T o a d ” ,
which is a Helleresque satire
about soldiering in V ietnam ’s
jungle. A tribute to this piece is
that it is a truly American story
and that it is as contemporary as
a political piece can be.
“ Tricks” is a “ You-Can’t-GoHome-Again” type of piece about
Boulder, Colorado. The author is

term a throw-away. Somehow,
superficiality is compounded of
heavy elem ents. The w rite r,
whoever he is, has lots of talent,
however, as is evident in stylized,
high pressure prose and driving
verbal energy.
T otally diffe re n t from the
above is the inspired and lyrical
satire
“ J o u r n a l”
by
T im
McGinnis. Mr. McGinnis has
created a fantastic nineteenthcentury personna who exhibits
refreshing overtones of malice
and revenge.
Before
we
get
to
the
photographs,
w hich
are
atrocious, we wish to sing the
prases of the poetry section.
There are eleven poems, all of
which succeed as student poetry.
Our favorite is Eric Anderson’s
“ Through The Screen To The
Open A ir.” This work seems to
capture a particular flavor from
the W isconsin locale. It is
R oe thk eian and professional.
Another standout work is “ Fall
Afternoon” by Allan D Thwig,
which is not the poet’s name.
“ Fall Afternoon” is the sexy
daydream of a baseball player.
The other poems are topical
pieces; landscape, love, the sun,
the moon, the seaweed. In this
group, D ian e L a r ie ’s co n 
tributions are the best wrought
and most professional.
The poems are flanked by two
sets of photographs. The first
series is pictures of London by
George Steed. The layout of the
pics is effective: black and white
on a black mat. Also, the
pho tog raphs are te c h n ically
a c c o m p lish e d .
Our
m a jo r
criticism is that the topics are
cliched: speaker’s corner, the
tube, a hippy, a narrow street.
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alledged to be “Tom Runyon,”
which is a pseudonym. We can’t
figure out the reason for or the
roots of the n am e
“ Tom
Runyon” , as this piece seems to
have no relation whatsoever to
the style, content or intention of
Daymon Runyon, who’s the only
Runyon we know. The prose is
accomplished and pretty sharp,
however, and this first person
n a r r a tiv e
m akes
pleasant
reading.
The item called “Our Meter
Reader, etc.” is supposed to have
been created by one Melvin
“ Cookie” Davis. In this case, we
would defend the use of a
pseudonym. The piece is what
Fra. T. Francis McGuin would

The other set of photos is entitled
“ Details and Distortions— 1974
Vikes” . Andy Kalnow did a
surpassing job on the graphic
design. But someone made a
m ista k e
in
choosing
Deb
Halberstadt’s throw-out pictures.
They are d e tails. They are
distortions. And the lamest sports
photos we’ve seen anywhere.
On balance we consider the TR
'75 to be the best put together and
best written Tropos published in
at least the last four years. It ’s
well worth the reading, and it
m ay even be worth owning a
copy. Maybe someone will drop
us a line explaining why it is a
R E V U E , not a R E V IE W

SW1MMEB takes the Nestea plunge. (Photo by Bart Mc(iuinn trom the bottom ot the
pool.)

BLOW PONG. It works. See page 5 for details. (Photo by Bart
McGuinn)

Reactions vary on
calendar proposals
by Christie Smith
l^awrence faculty and student
opinion is divided over the two
calendar proposals for next year
Few are e n th u sia stic about
either. The two proposals were
worked out by the calendar
committee, of the committee on
in stru ctio n ,
com posed
of
Elizabeth Forter, professor of
English, Charles Schwartz, dean
of the conservatory and Anne
Soloos, ’75. The choice between
the two calendars will be m ade at
today’s faculty meeting at 4:30
p.m. in Stephenson 161.
Last
w eek’s
I.a w re n tia n
outlined both options, each a
v a ria tio n of the trim e ste r
system.
In one, classes start Sept. 25
and run through Dec. 9, with only
Thanksgiving day off. Winter
term would be from Jan. 5 to
March 20. Spring term would run
from Mar. 29 to June
10,
graduation being on June 13. This
plan is the more traditional of the
two, although it starts later than
last year’s calendar did. The
reason for this change is that it is
economically wise to shorten
Christmas vacation and hence
the university staff’s Christmas
break.
The other proposed calendar
involves a split term Starting on
Sept. 9, fall term would be over
by Nov. 22. After a week’s break
for Thanksgiving, winter term
would start Dec. 1 and be
suspended Dec. 20. Second term
would reconvene on Jan . 5, en
ding on Feb. 27. Spring term
would run from March 10 to May
25, with commencement May 29.
F a c u lty
m em b ers
polled
favored the traditional term, but
were not without criticisim s of it.
Some thought that giving only
Thanksgiving off was unfairly
breaking up fam ily holidays.
Most op inion s u p p o rtin g the
traditional system was based on
negative feelings about the split
term.
Som e
geology
professors
m aintained that school would be
in session during too much of
Wisconsin’s frozen winter for
their field trips Professors in
biology and psychology said that
their in-progress e x pe rim en ts
would die over the split term ’s
d iv isio n. L aw rence Longley,
assistant professor of govern
ment, said that a split term would
be “ disastrous” as it would
“ preclude
the
ACM
and
W a s h in g to n
S e m e s te r

program s” . Professors in Main
H a ll, Science H a ll, an d the
Conservatory felt that because
continuity was important a split
term would be detrim ental to
learning.
Those for a split term like the
idea of getting out early in May.
Many professors acknowledge
student desire to apply early for
summ er jobs. If classes end in
May, it has been pointed out that
the University can make money
by renting out the Lawrence
campus earlier.
Student reaction to the two
choices is “ unexcited.” Many
favor the traditional system, but
only because they do not like a
split term Problems that the
students cite are: the cost for
transportation involved in the
additional break for the holidays,
and the probability of having to
take work home for the Christ
m as break. Nancy Evans ’77,
expressed it this way: “ Christ
m as break should be really a
break and not halfway through
something,”
Students involved in the Slavic
tour want the traditional term
because it starts later in Sep
tember and therefore lets them
spend more time abroad Others
s u p p o rts the split term although
they did not like it because they
could have a good start on the
summ er job crush
A number of students indicated
they would like the opportunity to
vote on the issue. An informal
poll taken by the c a le n d ar
committee this October showed
students were ambiguous about
getting out early in the spring. Of
the 200 polled at Downer, 91 were
for a May graduation, 103 were
sa tisifie d w ith the present
middle-of June ending system,
and six had no opinion.
Some students and faculty did
not like either proposition. As
alternatives, they suggested this
year’s and last year’s calendars.
The semester system was also
mentioned When presented with
the choices for next year, Frank
Doeringer, assistant professor of
history, said it’s like choosing
between “ the Devil and the Deep
Blue Sea.”
Some faculty and students,
have remained indifferent. These
l>awrentians feel that course
loads and vacations can even
tually be juggled and because of
that, the whole fury surrounding
the calendar is foolish.

Hockey opens against
Madison, Whitewater
by Sports Staff
Coach Dick Moore's Lawrence
Viking Hockey team opens its
1975 in te rco lle g iate c a m p a ig n
this weekend with a pair of
games slated for play at the
brand new Fox Cities Ice Arena.
The Vikes begin their season
with a non-conference contest
tonight as they face-off against
Madison Tech at 9 p.m. Saturday
at 4 p.m. Lawrence takes on its
first Wisconsin Collegiate Hockey
A ssociation opponent as the
Vikes play host to the University
of Wisconsin - Whitewater
Last season, while still com 
peting on a club level, the Vikes
inched past Tech, now in its third
year as a varsity, by a slim 6-5
m argin. Though only four lettermen returned to Coach Dave

S c o tt’s present 1-2-1 squad,
considerable talent in the nets is
seen by Scott as his team's
greatest forte.
S a tu r d a y ’s contest ag ain st
Whitewater m arks the return of
eight members of head mentor
Gary Gussick’s Hawk team. Last
season
W hite w ate r,
w hich
finished in fourth place in the
Eastern Division of the WCHA,
dropped a 7-3 contest at the hands
of the Vikes.
Moore’s squad, his first, has
been engaged in heavy workouts
since early January and it ap
pears to have made a strong
im pression on the form er
Colorado College standout. Said
Moore, "At this point. I ’ve been
p le a san tly surprised by our
talent. I think that we re in pretty

Fyfe second in M('

Cage splits at home
by Curt Colien
W ith superb help from a
talented bench, the Lawrence
Basketball Vikings began the
1975 portion of their campaign on
a happy note as Coach Bob
K a s tn e r’s charges trom ped
Cornell College 65-59, last Friday
night.
The Vikes opened their first
home game of the new term at a
torid pace, running up 10 quick
points before allowing the Ram s
any shooting room. Based m ainly
on an effective fast break and
some hot shooting by 6’4’’ center
Doug Fyfe, La wren e set the
pace for Cornell.
The Vikings were forced to
rally in the second half, however,
as their two-figure spread
vanished. By half-time, the Ram s
were ahead by two at 32-30.
“ After we got up the big lead, we
got kinda’ lackadaisical” , said
junior guard Rubin Snowden. The
well-drilled patterns on w hich the
Vikes have been dieting seemed
to have been forgotten as the
Lawrence offense softened.
Led by a scrappy second half
defense however, the Vikes
battled back. The quintet of Jerry
Perczak, Quincy Rogers, Mark
Faust, Snowden and Fyfe held
the Ram s to a meager two-points
over a period of some eight
minutes.
The Vikes achieved a split for
the weekend when they came out
on the short end of an 88-74
decision at the hands of Coe
College. Coe. the runner-up in the
Midwest Conference last season,
shot a whopping 60 percent from
the field in the opening half and.

thanks to 6’7” center John
Cooper, completely controlled
the boards.
By
co ntrast,
Law rence
managed a dismal 30 percent
average for the first stanza
Snowden, who sat out the Coe
game along with Vike Captain
Rogers, noted the difference in
the caliber of play between the
two games. He acknowledged,
“ We just got beat by a better
team .”
Fyfe, Lawrence’s big gun thus
far, played his best contests as a
Vike, knocking in enough points
to achieve second place in
scoring average in the MC with
19 4 points per game.
A d d itio n a lly ,
6’2”
guard
Perczak notched 16 big ones
against the Kohawks, moving
him up among the top Vike
scorers.
The Vikings hit the road this
weekend as they first travel to
Northfield, Minn., for a Friday
night contest against Carlton
College. S atu rd a y Law rence
moves on to Grinnell, la., where
the Pioneers entertain the Vikes
Last season Lawrence gained
to victories at the expense of both
the Carls and Pioneers. This time
around the Vikes should be able
to follow suit if they can maintain
their close-knit defense as well as
operate the fast break
Though a seemingly difficult
task, K a s tn e r’s troops could
handle the situation if their stingy
defense gets together If such is
the case the returning Vikes
would be on their way to a better
than 500 season.

Colonial Village:
1 and 2 bedroom apt. Range, refrigerator, air cond. and
draperies.
1500 Longview Dr., A p pleton
Shown by appointment only Call during office hours.
Weekly 12-8 p.m. Weekends 12-5 p.m.

Call: 731-4252

solid shape on defense . . . we
have four defensemen (Seniors
Tim Leisure, Steve “ Bobby"
Corbett, George “ D allas" Stubbs
and sophomore Tom “ Archie"
Hughes) who will really stand out
in the league.” He concluded,
“They’re probably as good as any
in the league.”
For the first time in several
years Lawrence will enjoy the
luxury of being able to skate
three forward lines, due mainly
to an excellent showing in this
season’s rookies.
Two linos which have clicked in
practice attest to this as three out
of the six are freshmen. Herb
Golterman will be making his
debut with the highest scoring
line in Vike history, playing rightwing with junior left-wing Mark
Hoffman and senior center Curt
“ Boss” Cohen.
Sophomore John McGee w ill be
skating left-wing this season with
two new linemates. Freshmen
Doug Barlow and Geoff “ Whitey"
Meader, center and right-wing,
respectively, have been par
ticularly effective in practice and
coupled with “old tim er” McGee,
should pose serious threats to
Vike opponents.
The competitive attitude on the
team has caused Moore to hold
off in naming his third line.
Strong performances by senior
center Ross Schennum, junior
w ing Fred Sonderegger and
freshmen wrings Dave Solomon,
Amos Miner and “ P a t" Stapleton
have afforded Moore the liberty
of experimenting with his third
line. Commented Moore, “ Right
now its still up in the air.”
The same situation seems to be
present between the Vike posts as
seniors Jim Hisson and Jerry
Goodbody have been battling
each other for the opening
honors. Both players shared the
duties last season
The Vikes went through a final
tune-up Thursday and Moore
pronounced his team fit and
ready. “ I think we’ll be com 
petitors and will hold our own
with anyone” , he said.
Both of this weekend’s contests
will be aired live from the Arena
<though free busses will carry all
Lawrentians; see Jock Shorts).
The games will be carried by
W LFM . 91.1 mHz.
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V IK IN G M E R M A N J O H N ( IP P R IA N T heads for the final lap
enroute to a first place finish against P.ipon Lawrence lost to
the Redmen swimmers in their home opener at Alexander
Gymnasium. (Photo by Bart McGuinn)

Ripon dunks swim team
Despite a great display of
talent in their pre-season intra
squad tune-up a week ago, the
Vike Swim team dropped their
home-opener ag ain st R ipon
College, Tuesday.
The close defeat to this year’s
even stronger Redmen. in light of
a lack of depth on the Vikes due to
some four m issing eligib le
swimmers from last year’s team
and a trio of wounded (John
Cipriani, Bill Bratt and Bryan
M a je s k i), could easily
be
rationalized.
“ C ip” , in his second year as a
Vike “ garbagem an” , swam three
grueling distance events (200 IM.
4(H) relay and 200 back), taking
top honors in the backstroke.
Freshman Jeff Edwards, who

Jock Shorts
(ire«*» Bay Open Basketball
Tournament
The Green Bay Park and
Recreation Department today
announced that the dates for the
-*sth ANNUAL GREEN BAY
O P E N B A SK E T B A L L T O U R 
NAMENT have been set for
T hursday evening, F eb ruary
13th, Saturday afternoon and
evening. F eb ru a ry 15th and
Sunday afternoon and evening,
February 16th
Franklin Junior High School
w ill once again be the site for the
Annual cage classic that attracts
many of the top flight amateur
basketball teams in the State of
Wisconsin and adjoining states.

Official Entry Blanks can be
obtained by Directing Mail to:
The
Open
T ournam ent
Manager, Room 302, City Hall,
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54301. The
first 24 teams filing official entry
blanks, along with the required
$30.00 entry fee on or before the
entry d e ad line of M onday,
February 3, 1975 will be accepted
for play.
Hockey F an Bus
A “ Blue Bird” special fan bus
will carry Vike Hockey fans to all
Lawrence home games.
The gratis service will begin
tonight with all buses leaving
from Colman Hall at 8:30 p.m .;
Saturday’s 4 p.m. contest will
also be serviced, buses leaving
Colman at 3:30 p m
Presented hv the Career Center
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joined Cipriani in the longer
distance events, placed first <200
fly) and second (200 breast) in his
first taste of varsity competition.
Senior Co-captains Tom Cutter
and Jeff Kashuk were both
narrowly edged out of first-place
finishes. Kashuk recorded his
best career time in the 500freestyle yet could only m anage a
second place for his efforts.
Kashuk also took a backseat to
Ripon in the 1000-freestyle.
Cutter, a fifth-place finisher in
the
M idw est
Conference
Championships last season, was
robbed in the two diving events,
both times by the No. 4 MC diver.
Tom Cmielja of Ripon.
Lawrence took first and third in
the short sprints (50-freestyle)
thanks to junior John Davis and
freshman Eric Press. Davis and
Press combined again in the 100freestyle to give the Vikes
another second and third place.
Davis tired in the two-length
sprint after leading the first 50vds., and settled for second.
Press followed with his second
third-place fin ish of the a f 
ternoon.
Though failing to place, fresh
men Randy Colton and Lloyd Dix
came up with good times in their
first varsity meet.
Som ew hat
of
a
novelty
h ig h lig h te d the 400 IM as
Lawrence fielded an all-girl relay
team of freshman Maud Hardacker, junior Dorothy Teng. and
sophomores Muffy Schummway
and Sherry Freise. The novelty
had little effect on R ipon
however, and Lawrence settled
for second again
An optimistic point of view was
noted by four-year man Cutter.
He noted, “This is the best the
team (sic) has looked since I ’ve
been here. Given three weeks,
however we’ve had only seven
days of practice we'll have a
pretty (bleepling good team /”
Lawrence will host Carroll
College Saturday at I 30 p.m at
Alexander Gym. Coach Gene
Davis’ squad has been readying
themselves for their second home
meet, still going through the
m a rin e two-a-day workouts.
Observed C utter of D av is'
m ethods, “ H e’s pushing us
harder, but the team ’s willing to
put out.”

